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Questions/concerns
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Summer school

Session 1: simple search, result list, stemming, account

Session 2: field combination, advanced search, result list

Session 3: special tools, search interfaces & features

Session 4: more advanced exercises combining the usage of multiple interfaces and search features



Practical cases

First review theory

Exercise is shown with a defined time to complete

Solution is shown



PATENTSCOPE

No cost

Available to all: https://patentscope.wipo.int

https://patentscope.wipo.int/


Simple search



Simple search



Search: Simple





Search

biomarker – cancer biomarker – «cancer biomarker» 

biomarker NEAR cancer

biomarker NEAR cancer AND IC:A



Exercises

Using the Simple search interface, you would like to find:

1. documents about microchips

2. document published on June 30, 2022

3. document having publication number 2017134139

4. documents about electric bicycle



Answers

1. documents about microchips







2. document published on June 30, 2022







3. document having publication number 2017134139





3. document having publication number 2017134139





4. Documents about electric bicycle







Exercises

5. documents about cars or trucks

6. document having the keywords cars and trucks in the title/abstract

7. document having the IPC code H04L1/00

8. document belonging to Apple

9. documents having voiture (car in French)



5. documents about cars or trucks





6. document having the keywords cars and trucks in the title/abstract



7. document having the IPC code H04L1/00





8. document belonging to Apple





9. documents having voiture (car in French) in the full-text







Searching in filing languages

Arabic, Bulgarian, Cambodian, Chinese, Danish, English, Estonian, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, 

Italian, Japanese, Korean, Laotian, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Thai, Vietnamese, etc.





Help menu







Result list













Exercises

1. In the Simple search enter in the Front page field, the following query:

hearing AND aid

2. Limit your result to the PCT collection

3. Sort by Publication Date Descending

4. Display the results only with images



1. In the Simple search enter in the Front page field, the following query:

hearing AND aid



2. Limit your result to the PCT collection









3. Sort by Publication Date Descending





4. Display the results only with images





Stemming



Stemming

Stem = stemming

Process that removes common endings from words.

critical

critically

criticism    each word is reduced to ‘critic’

criticisms

critics



Stemming

no dictionary includes the necessary technical terms to express patent concepts 

Porter Stemming Algorithm finds words that contain common roots

Save time and effort









Exercises

1. What is the difference between support stemmed and support*?

2. Is using elect* is good idea?

3. Using the keyword analyzer, will analysis be included in the result list using stemming?

4. When car is stemmed, what other keyword/s will be included in the result list?

5. To obtain cellular from cell, should stemming or wildcard be used?



1. What is the difference between support stemmed and support*?



2. Is using elect* is good idea?



3. Using the keyword analyzer, will analysis be included in the result list using stemming?



4. When car is stemmed, what other keyword/s will be included in the result list?



5. To obtain cellular from cell, should stemming or wildcard be used?



Account



Benefits of account: RSDAW

RSS

Save 

Download

Access

Wildcards & Watched applications 

















Exercises
1. In the Simple search, select the PCT collection,  perform and save the 3 following searches:

a. «bicycle frame» in the Front page

b. Shimano in the Names

c. B62K19/40

2. Subscribe to the RSS feed for the «bicycle frame» query

3. Download the result list of the Shimano query

4. Download the 

a. Initial Publication with ISR of the first document

b. International search report and translation of the ISR of the third document

c. Priority document of the fourth document

5. For the IPC query, sort the result by ascending publication date and add the first 3 applications to the 

watched list.



1. In the Simple search, select the PCT collection,  perform and save the 3 following searches:
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2. Subscribe to the RSS feed for the «bicycle frame» query







3. Download the result list of the Shimano query



4. Download the 
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c. Priority document of the fourth document
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4. Download the 
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b. International search report and translation of the ISR of the third document

c. Priority document of the fourth document



4. Download the 

a. Initial Publication with ISR of the first document

b. International search report and translation of the ISR of the third document

c. Priority document of the fourth document





5. For the IPC query, sort the result by publication date descending and add the first 3 applications to the 

watched list.
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